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Abstract: Interest in cardiac vagal activity (CVA; e.g., parasympathetically-mediated heart rate
variability) as a biomarker of physical and mental health has increased exponentially in recent years.
However, the understanding of sources of within-person change (i.e., intra-individual variance)
in CVA is lagging behind. This systematic review and meta-analysis summarizes and quantifies
current empirical evidence of within-person changes in measures of CVA across the menstrual cycle
in naturally-cycling premenopausal females. We conducted an extensive literature search following
the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement in five
databases to identify observational studies with repeated measures of CVA in at least two menstrual
cycle phases. A broad meta-analysis (nstudies = 37; nindividuals = 1,004) revealed a significant CVA
decrease from the follicular to luteal phase (d = −0.39, 95% CI (−0.67, −0.11)). Furthermore, 21 studies
allowed for finer-grained comparisons between each of two cycle phases (menstrual, mid-to-late
follicular, ovulatory, early-to-mid luteal, and premenstrual). Significant decreases in CVA were
observed from the menstrual to premenstrual (nstudies = 5; nindividuals = 200; d = −1.17, 95% CI
(−2.18, −0.17)) and from the mid-to-late follicular to premenstrual phases (nstudies = 8; nindividuals =

280; d = −1.32, 95% CI (−2.35, −0.29)). In conclusion, meta-analyses indicate the presence of CVA
fluctuations across the menstrual cycle. Future studies involving CVA should control for cycle phase.
Recommendations for covarying or selecting cycle phase are provided.

Keywords: female health; menstrual cycle; ovarian hormones; cardiac vagal activity; heart rate
variability; cardiac vagal tone

1. Introduction

Cardiac vagal activity (CVA) describes the innervation of the heart mediated by the restorative
parasympathetic branch of the autonomic nervous system (i.e., the vagus nerve). In recent years, a large
number of studies have investigated the association between CVA and mental health, identifying CVA
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as a transdiagnostic biomarker for psychological and psychiatric functioning [1]. Since decreased
levels of CVA are associated with poorer emotional regulation [2,3], cognitive control, resilience,
adaptability [4], and social engagement [5], CVA reductions have been connected to depression and
anxiety [6–9], even in healthy populations [10]. The neurovisceral integration model [11] suggests
that this goes back to CVA being mainly generated by interdependent regulatory systems of the
central-autonomic network (CAN), including cortical components (e.g., the medial prefrontal, anterior
cingulate, and insular cortex) and several nuclei (e.g., the paraventricular nucleus and amygdala),
which in turn, also support emotional and cognitive self-regulation. Therefore, according to the
neurovisceral integration model, a high connectivity and functional capacity of these CAN areas is
reflected in both higher levels of CVA and better psychological and psychiatric functioning, explaining
CVA’s role as a biomarker for psychopathology.

Next to this association between CVA and mental health, decades of research have also identified
the high relevance of CVA to physical health. Due to its association with peripheral immune
dysregulation and inflammation [12], as well as glucose dysregulation [13], decreased levels of CVA
have been connected to a higher risk of cardiovascular disease [14,15], obesity, metabolic syndrome
and type 2 diabetes mellitus [16], rheumatoid arthritis [17,18], and certain types of cancers [19].

A broad range of studies have identified a multitude of factors contributing to interindividual
(i.e., between-person) variability in CVA; for example, biological sex [20]; genetic factors, like the
COMT Val158Met genotype [21]; medical factors, like obesity [22] and medication use (e.g., analgesic
intake) [23]; life style factors, such as alcohol intake [24], drug use [25,26], and physical activity [27];
and environmental factors such as stress at work [28]. In contrast, research on intraindividual (i.e.,
within-person) variability in CVA is less extensive. For example, CVA levels fluctuate intraindividually
in a circadian manner, with CVA levels peaking during the night [29]; in a physical-exercise-dependent
manner, with CVA levels decreasing during exercise and gradually increasing within the first minutes
of recovery [30,31]; and in a mental stress-dependent manner, with CVA levels being lower during
acute mental stress sessions than at rest [32].

One gender-specific factor investigated for its association with intraindividual variations in CVA is
the menstrual cycle. Menstrual cycle-related varying CVA levels might be associated with fluctuations
of emotional and cognitive self-regulatory capacity, and consequently, have implications for females’
daily functioning and well-being. Throughout the female reproductive lifespan, which lasts from
menarche to menopause for an average of 36 years [33], the menstrual cycle is a constantly repeated
natural process of the reproductive system. Typical menstrual cycles in healthy females last an average
of 28 days (with 21 to 35 days considered normal) and are characterized by predictable fluctuations of
the ovarian hormones estradiol (E2) and progesterone (P4). Based on menstrual onset and ovulation,
the menstrual cycle can broadly be divided into two phases: the follicular phase, starting with the onset
of menses and lasting until the end of ovulation (of variable length between and within individuals,
usually lasting anywhere from 7 to 21 days), and the luteal phase, beginning right after ovulation
and ending with the day before the subsequent onset of menses (fixed at around 14 days due to the
predictable lifespan of the corpus luteum [34]). The follicular phase is characterized by consistently
low levels of P4 and a gradual rise in E2, punctuated by a prominent pre-ovulatory E2 surge that
peaks just prior to ovulation. Right after ovulation, P4 levels start to rise, peaking in the mid-luteal
phase about one week after ovulation. E2 levels also show a secondary, smaller mid-luteal peak at
that time. Both E2 and P4 levels demonstrate rapid withdrawal in the second half of the premenstrual
week, leading to generally low levels around the onset of the subsequent menses, and the cycle begins
again [33]. Since the luteal phase has about the same length in most of the naturally-cycling females,
variations in cycle length between and within females are caused by variations in the length of the
follicular phase [34].

E2 and P4 affect a wide array of brain functions, including emotional processing and cognitive
functioning [35], mediated through the high density of E2 and P4 receptors in brain areas, such as the
hypothalamus, limbic system and prefrontal cortex [36–38]. Since some of these areas also belong to the
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CAN which regulates CVA [11], the menstrual cycle may impact the functioning of the CAN and induce
fluctuations in CVA across the cycle. However, findings on the association between the menstrual cycle
and within-person variations of CVA are not only inconsistent but contradictory. With this systematic
review and meta-analysis, we aim to summarize and quantify the existing empirical evidence regarding
the association of the menstrual cycle with parasympathetic innervation of the heart. In addition,
potential reasons for inconsistent findings are systematically evaluated and recommendations for
future studies are provided. The results and recommendations would not only be relevant for female
physical and mental health research, but also for future studies in which CVA is measured in samples
with naturally-cycling females of physically fertile age.

2. Methods

2.1. Literature Search and Screening Criteria

A systematic search of the literature, according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement [39], was employed and is displayed in Figure 1.
A total of five databases (PubMed, WebOfScience, PsychInfo, Cochrane, and Embase) were screened
for studies reporting within-person changes in CVA across the menstrual cycle in naturally-cycling
adult females. Medical subject heading (MesH) or a comparable method was used to identify search
terms (see Appendix A, for detailed search strategy by database).

The initial search was conducted in July 2016 by the authors L.W., M.N.J., and K.M.S. and
updated by M.N.J. and K.M.S. in October 2018. All empirical studies published up to that date were
considered. Database searches yielded 776 records with an additional 7 records identified through
citation snowballing and field experts. After removing 331 duplicates that were found in more than
one database, 452 records remained.

2.2. Study Selection

Studies were considered for inclusion into the systematic review and meta-analysis if all of the
following a priori criteria were met:

The study represents original research and was published in English, German, or Russian as
an article or brief report in a journal (i.e., no comments, dissertations, and conference abstracts).
At least two repeated measures of CVA within the same female in at least two different menstrual cycle
phases (menstrual, mid-to-late follicular, ovulatory, early-to-mid luteal, premenstrual) were assessed
in premenopausal, naturally-cycling (i.e., no use of hormonal contraception, and not pregnant or
breastfeeding) human, adult (i.e., age 18 or older) females.

Studies were included if at least one distinguishable subsample was reported that met the inclusion
criteria. For example, if the full text reported a group of premenopausal females in comparison to a
group of menopausal females, only data from the first group were extracted. By applying the inclusion
criteria to the information contained in the title and abstract, the pool of records was reduced to 66.
After reviewing the full text, a total of 45 studies from 45 publications remained.

Abstract screening and selection were carried out independently by the authors L.W., M.N.J.,
and K.M.S. in July 2016 and by M.N.J. and K.M.S. in October 2018. Potential conflicts were resolved
within the group of three in 2016 and the group of two in 2018 until consensus could be reached.
Abstracts written in Russian were screened by E.S. When selecting abstracts in 2016, L.W., M.N.J.,
and K.M.S. reached an overall inter-rater agreement of 92%, while M.N.J. and K.M.S. came to an
agreement in 96% of cases in 2018. In both years, full-text selection showed a 100% agreement.
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Figure 1. Prisma flow chart depicting the flow of information through the different phases of the
systematic review and meta-analysis.

In case of any missing or inconclusive information in the full text, the corresponding author of the
publication in question was searched electronically to retrieve their current e-mail address and was
then contacted by L.W., M.N.J., and K.M.S. repeatedly with the friendly request to provide the missing
or additional information. In case no current address of the corresponding author could be found,
the co-authors were approached. Altogether, 33 authors from 28 full-text publications were contacted,
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of which 22 authors responded concerning 21 of the publications. At this point, we would like to thank
all authors who responded for their cooperation.

2.3. Data Extraction

The following data was extracted from all studies we included: (I) name of all authors, (II) year
of publication, (III) sample size, (IV) potential between-person subsampling of these individuals
(e.g., by personality traits, eating habits, physical activity status, etc.), (V) the experimental condition
closest to baseline that was chosen for data extraction, (VI) cycle phases that were compared by the
authors and their approach for cycle phase determination, (VII) authors’ potential validation of cycle
phase, (VIII) the measure indexing CVA, and (IX) body position during the assessment of CVA.

In case authors reported (V) multiple experimental conditions in which they investigated
within-person changes of CVA, baseline results (i.e., no intervention) were extracted by default.
In the five cases where no such baseline was reported, the following decisions were made:
Balayssac-Siransy et al. [40] asked their participants to perform an exercise test and measured heart
rate recovery in absolute value for six minutes. In line with standard procedure (e.g., [41]), we retrieved
the data from the third recovery minute for the present meta-analysis. De Zambotti et al. [42] assessed
menstrual cycle-related variations in CVA during their participants’ rapid eye movement (REM) sleep
and during their non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep. For the present meta-analysis, the data of
the REM sleep phase were used, since the general physiology during REM sleep mimics the physiology
in the waking state more closely than the physiology during NREM sleep. Voronova et al. [43] invited
their participants in for repeated cycle-dependent measures of CVA, once in the spring and once in the
fall. Since autumn in Russia, where data collection took place, is associated with sinking temperatures
and light condition, which in turn can be related to a general negative affect, and since emotional
functioning is associated with CVA, we decided to extract the spring data for the meta-analysis. Chung
and Yang’s [44] sample consisted of nurses who were asked to measure their CVA with a wrist actigraph
for 24 h in three different cycle phases during their day, evening and night shifts. Since most other
studies recorded the CVA of their subjects during the day, the data from the day shift were included
in the meta-analysis for greater comparability. Ohara et al. [45] examined cycle-dependent CVA
fluctuations in their participants once in an eating and once in a fasting trial. In both trials, baseline
data were collected before eating and fasting began. The baseline data of the eating-trial were included
in the meta-analysis, as they are more similar to everyday life in that no fasting was anticipated.

Regarding (VIII) the measure indexing CVA, several measures of vagal activity exist, mostly
based on heart rate variability (HRV; i.e., variability in the timing between successive heart beats in a
given time interval) or specific test protocols, such as the deep breathing test or Valsalva maneuver.
There were no limitations in the inclusion of various indicators of CVA as long as they quantified the
parasympathetic innervation of the heart. Since it is the effect size of the within-person variation of
CVA in each study that was included in the meta-analysis, and since effect sizes are independent of
the corresponding CVA indexes, data with different indices could be aggregated. A definition and
summary of vagal activity measures included in the systematic review and meta-analysis is given in
Table 1. In some studies, different measures of vagally-mediated HRV are reported (e.g., high frequency
band (HF) and root mean squared difference of successive R–R intervals (RMSSD)). If this was the case,
RMSSD was always prioritized over HF in data extraction since RMSSD has been shown to be less
susceptible to artifacts [46].

Some authors assessed and reported (IX) CVA indices in study participants during multiple body
positions. Since, in the majority of studies participants were lying during CVA assessment, it was that
data that was always preferred over that from any other body position.

All statistical analyses were performed with Stata 15.1 (SE, Stata Corp. College Station, TX, USA).
We used the “metan” command [47] for all meta-analytic calculations and the “metafunnel” command
for creating the funnel plot and performing the corresponding Egger test [48].
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Table 1. Overview of cardiac vagal activity (CVA) measures included in the systematic review
and meta-analysis.

CVA Measure Definition

RMSSD Root mean square of successive differences between adjacent R–R intervals in
milliseconds or log-transformed values

HF
High frequency component in the power spectrum range between 0.15 and 0.4 Hz in
milliseconds squared, seconds squared, normalized units, or log-transformed values

to the basis of 10 (log) or e (ln)

RSA
Respiratory sinus arrhythmia, defined as heart rate variability (HRV) in synchrony

with respiration, by which the R–R interval is shortened during inspiration and
prolonged during expiration [49].

BS Baroreflex slope, defined as the resulting changes in R–R intervals from modulated
carotid baroreceptor (sequential neck pressure and suction; [50]).

CBS Cardiovagal baroreflex sensitivity, defined as the slope relating R–R interval and
systolic blood pressure [51].

CVI Cardiac vagal index, defined as the ratio of the longest and shortest R–R interval
during a 4 s exercise test [52].

HRR Heart rate (HR) reactivity, defined as the difference between peak HR during 3 min
exercise and HR at the first minute post exercise (i.e., recovery; [40]).

DBT

Deep breathing test, defined as the difference between the longest and shortest R–R
interval while breathing at resonance frequency (6 breath/min; inhale and exhale

phase lasting each for 5 s). This can be also described as expiration to inspiration ratio
at resonance frequency [53].

Valsalva

Valsalva ratio, defined as the ratio of the maximum R–R interval after strain and the
shortest R–R interval during strain. Under the Valsalva maneuver, participants’
nostrils were closed by nose clip and participants were asked to blow by doing

forceful expiration into the rubber tube of a mercury sphygmomanometer, raise the
mercury column to 40 mm Hg and maintain that level for at least 15 s. HR was

recorded continuously during the whole procedure [54].

2.4. Cycle Phase Reclassification

Since the authors used different approaches to dividing the cycle into phases, major cycle phase
reclassification was necessary in most of the included studies. The following systematic cycle phase
classification was applied based on the typically-assumed variations in ovarian hormones: menstrual
phase (low E2; low P4), mid-to-late follicular phase (rising E2; low P4), ovulatory phase (peak E2;
low P4), early-to-mid luteal phase (secondary lesser peak of E2; peak P4), and premenstrual phase
(falling E2; falling P4). For each of the original papers included in the review and meta-analysis, we
used the information on cycle phase description given by the authors to relabel the cycle phase during
which the CVA assessment was done.

In general, two types of information (day of menstrual onset and day of ovulation) allowed for two
different approaches for cycle phase determination (cycle-day-based and ovulation-based; see Table 2
for an overview). Cycle-day-based approaches were used in the present study when information
was limited to the date (or dates) of menstrual onset. With the forward-count approach, onset of
menses (cycle day 1) was used to characterize the menstrual cycle that followed. Given that under
these circumstances no information is reported about the next onset of menses, individualization
of cycle length is not possible with this approach, and an average 28-day cycle is assumed in all
individuals. For studies in the present review that used the forward-count approach, five cycle phases
were defined as follows: cycle days 1–7 (menstrual), 8–12 (mid-to-late follicular), 13–16 (ovulatory),
17–21 (early-to-mid luteal), and 22–28 (premenstrual). In other studies, more information was available
for cycle phase assignment. The backward-count approach, for example, is possible when both onset
of the prior menses and onset of the following menses are known. This approach starts by counting
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backward from the next menses onset (such that the day prior to the next menses onset is labeled
−1 and so forth) in order to characterize the previous menstrual cycle. As mentioned before, within
and between-person differences in cycle length are assumed to be mainly caused by variations in the
follicular phase duration, since the luteal phase (from ovulation till onset of menses) is assumed to
relatively robustly last 14 days. Therefore, the backward counting method is particularly well suited
for determining an individual’s time of ovulation, her early-to-mid luteal phase, and her premenstrual
phase. In line with previous literature [55,56], for studies in the present review that provide onset of
next menses and onset of prior menses, we characterized three of the cycle phases more precisely:
ovulatory (cycle days −15 to −12), early-to-mid luteal (cycle days −11 to −8), and premenstrual (cycle
days −7 to −1).

While the forward and backward-count approaches are merely dependent on the onset of menses,
ovulation-based approaches require a biological measure for determination of ovulation. Typically,
a urine-based test of the luteinizing hormone (LH) level or the measurement of the basal body
temperature (BBT) are employed to confirm the timing of ovulation, as these two methods allow for an
at home use by the participants (as opposed to, for example, ultrasonography to determine follicle
maturation and disappearance [57]). Cycle phase determination based on the LH-testing approach
relies on the fact that the LH hormone has a single distinct peak across the menstrual cycle which
occurs at the time of ovulation and can be detected by urine-based tests with a typical sensitivity of
10–70 mIU/mL. Since ovulation lasts 12–36 h, the following ovulation-based definition of cycle phases
is generally applied: day of and day +1 following positive LH test (ovulatory phase), days +2 to
+7 following positive test result (early-to-mid luteal phase), and days +8 to +14 following positive
test result (premenstrual phase). The same applies to the BBT-based approach: It requires females
to assess their BBT daily in order to register its biphasic temperature change from lower BBT in the
follicular and higher BBT in the luteal phase of the cycle. Since the rise in BBT is caused by ovulation,
the nadir the day before the temperature rise as well as the first day of the rise are generally assumed
to constitute the ovulatory phase. Days +2 to +7 following the nadir represent the early-to-mid luteal
phase, and days +8 to +14 following the nadir the premenstrual phase.

Table 2. Overview of approaches to determine cycle phases.

Menstrual Cycle Cycle-Day-Based Phase
Determination Ovulation-Based Phase Determination

Menstrual cycle
half

Menstrual cycle
phase

Forward-count
method in cycle
days (assuming
a 28-day cycle)

Backward-count
method in cycle

days
LH testing Basal body

temperature

Follicular
Menstrual Day 1 to 7
Mid-to-late
follicular Day 8 to 12

Ovulatory Day 13 to 16 Day –15 to –12
Day of and day +1

following positive LH
test

Nadir just before
temperature rise in

the luteal phase
and day +1

Luteal
Early-to-mid

luteal Day 17 to 21 Day −11 to −8 Day +2 to +7 following
positive LH test

Day +2 to +7
following nadir

Premenstrual Day 22 to 28 Day −7 to −1 Day +8 to +14 following
positive LH test

Day +8 to +14
following nadir

Note. LH = luteinizing hormone.

Cycle phase reclassification was carried out jointly by two experts (authors T.A.E.-M. and K.M.S.).
All information given by the authors of the original publications was used to determine cycle phase
according to the just outlined cycle-day and/or ovulation-based approaches. If the authors of the
original publications reported a time span (in cycle days) in which they had assessed CVA that covered
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two of the time spans described above, the CVA assessment was assigned to the cycle phase that
comprised the majority of the cycle days reported by the authors.

2.5. Identification of Studies with Precise Cycle Phase Determination

An inexact determination of cycle phase causes noise when investigating true CVA fluctuations
across the cycle and makes meta-analytic results less meaningful. For this reason, after each cycle
phase had been reclassified as outlined above, a binary decision was made as to whether each cycle
phase was precisely determined by the authors of the original publication. The following requirements
for precise cycle phase determination served as the basis for these decisions:

(I) The menstrual cycle phase and the mid-to-late follicular phase can be precisely determined by
the forward-count method.

(II) In order to accurately delineate the ovulatory, early-to-mid luteal, and premenstrual phases,
the backward-count method or any method that involves ovulation testing had to be applied.

3. Results

3.1. Study Characteristics

A total of 45 studies published between the year 1995 and October 2018 were included in the
systematic review [40,42–45,49–54,57–90]. Only one of the 45 studies was published in Russian [43];
all others were written in English. No German-language publication was found meeting the
above-mentioned inclusion criteria. Study characteristics extracted from the original studies are
listed in Table 3. All details of the publications that remained unspecified are marked with “n/a” (not
available) in Table 3. Sample sizes ranged from 6 to 100 with a median of 18 and a mean of 25. Regarding
subsampling of participants as a function of interindividual differences, a total of five studies compared
healthy females with those meeting prospective criteria for premenstrual syndrome [61] or premenstrual
dysphoric disorder [70] or meeting retrospective criteria for premenstrual syndrome [42,53,73].
One study subsampled their participants according to eating habits [63], one study according to
athletic state [76], one study according to average heart rate (HR) [83], and one study according
to the personality trait neuroticism [72]. A total of four studies assessed within-person change in
CVA across the menstrual cycle in different intraindividually changing experimental conditions:
Balayssac-Siransy et al. [40] assessed menstrual cycle-related CVA changes in different stages of
recovery after exercise, de Zambotti et al. [42] in different sleep phases (NREM versus REM sleep),
Voronova et al. [43] in different seasons (spring versus fall), and Chung and Yang [44] in different work
shifts (day versus evening versus night shift).

The results of the reclassification process of cycle phases, as outlined above, are listed in Table 3.
In each case, it is also indicated (in inverted commas) how the authors of the original publications
had initially labeled the cycle phase. After reclassifying the cycle phases of all 45 studies included
in the systematic review, the following patterns emerged: CVA was assessed in the menstrual phase
in 31 studies (69%), in the mid-to-late follicular phase in 28 studies (62%), in the ovulatory phase in
nine studies (20%), in the mid-to-late follicular phase in 26 studies (58%), and in the premenstrual
phase in 23 studies (51%). Less than half of the studies (nstudies = 19; 42%) reported retrospective cycle
phase validation via analyses of at least one ovarian hormone level. In 18 of these studies, hormone
levels were analyzed via blood samples; in one study, urine samples were used. The most commonly
used indicator for CVA was any measure of heart rate variability (HF or RMSSD; nstudiess = 37; 82%).
Most of the 36 studies with available information on body position during CVA assessment reported
CVA measurements in the supine position (nstudiess = 24; 67%).
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Table 3. Study characteristics of all 45 publications included in the systematic review and meta-analysis.

Names of the
Authors (Year
of Publication)

Sample
Size

Potential Sub-Sampling of
Sample of Interest
(Between-Person)

Experi-mental
Condition

(Within-Person)

Cycle Phases Compared Potential
Validation Of
Cycle Phase

Measure
Indexing

CVA

Body Position
During CVA
AssessmentMenstrual Mid-To-Late

Follicular Ovulatory Early-To-Mid
Luteal Premenstrual

Abidi et al.
(2017) [58] 12 - -

“Low
hormone”:

Day 2–5

“High
hormone”:
Day 18–24

HFnu Supine

Armbruster et
al. (2018) [59] 45 - -

“Early
follicular”:

Day 1–7

“Late luteal”:
Day 6–1 before

menstrual
onset

Saliva
hormone

analyses of E2,
P4,

Testosterone

RMSSD Sitting

Bai et al. (2009)
[60] 16 - -

“Follicular”:
Day = 11.9 ±

1.4; range
10–14

“Luteal”:
Day = 22.0 ±

1.4; range
20–24

Blood
hormone

analyses of E2
and P4

HF in ms2 Supine

Baker et al.
(2008) [61] 21 PMS versus Controls - “Mid-follicular”

Day 6–12

“Late-luteal”
Day 9–13 after

LH-surge

Blood
hormone

analyses of P4
RMSSD Supine

Balayssac-Siransy
et al. (2014)

[40]
14 - Active Recovery 3rd

min

“Menstrual”:
Day = 2.9 ± 0.6;

range 1–5

“Follicular”:
Day = 13.0 ±

1.4; 4 days
preceding
ovulation

“Luteal”:
Day = 23.1

“Luteal” 1.4;
6–10 days after

ovulation

Blood
hormone

analyses of E2
and P4

HRR Sitting

Brar et al.
(2015) [62] 50 - - “Menstrual”:

Day = 2
“Proliferative”:

Day = 10
“Secretory”:

Day = 21 RMSSD Sitting

Choudhary et
al. (2016) [63] 100

Eggetarians versus
Non-vegetarians versus

Vegetarians
- “Menses”:

Day 1–2
“Follicular”:

Day 7–10

“Luteal”:
Day 7–3 days

before
menstrual

onset

HF in ms2 Supine

Chung & Yang
(2011) [44] 12 - Day Shift “Menses”:

Day 1–2
“Follicular”:

Day 7–10

“Luteal”:
Day 7–3 before

menstrual
onset

Blood
hormone

analyses of E2
and P4

HF in ms2 24 h

Cooke et al.
(2002) [50] 10 - - Day 0–8 Day 9–14 Day 15–20 Day 21–25

Blood
hormone

analyses of E2
and P4

BS Supine
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Table 3. Cont.

Names of the
Authors (Year
of Publication)

Sample
Size

Potential Sub-Sampling of
Sample of Interest
(Between-Person)

Experi-mental
Condition

(Within-Person)

Cycle Phases Compared Potential
Validation Of
Cycle Phase

Measure
Indexing

CVA

Body Position
During CVA
AssessmentMenstrual Mid-To-Late

Follicular Ovulatory Early-To-Mid
Luteal Premenstrual

De Zambotti et
al. (2013) [42] 26 PMS versus Controls REM sleep “Mid-follicular”:

Day 6–11

“Mid-luteal”:
Day 5–9 after
LH-surge on
average 8 ± 2
days before
menstrual

onset

“Late-luteal”:
Day 10–14

after LH-surge
on average 3 ±
2 days before

menstrual
onset

Blood
hormone

analyses of E2
and P4

lnHF Supine

Devaki et al.
(2014) [64] 15 - - “Menstrual”:

Day 1–5
“Proliferative”:

Day 9–12
“Secretory”:
Day 19–22 HFnu Supine

Dimitriev et al.
(2007) [65] 10 - - “Follicular”:

Day 7–11

“Luteal”:
Day 7–3 before

menstrual
onset

HF in ms2 n/a

Grrishma et al.
(2015) [66] 60 - - “Follicular”:

Day 8–10

“Luteal”:
Day 5–1 before

menstrual
onset

HF in ms2 Supine

Guasti et al.
(1999) [67] 13 - - “Follicular”

Day 4–6
“Luteal”:

Day 20–26 HFnu Supine

Huang et al.
(2015) [68] 10 - - “Mid-follicular”:

n/a
“Mid-luteal”:

n/a

Blood
hormone

analyses of P4
HFnu n/a

Konishi et al.
(2008) [69] 12 - -

“Postmenstrual”:
Day 3–7 after
cessation of

bleeding

“Premenstrual”:
Day 10–3

before
menstrual

onset

HF in ms2 Seated

Kulshreshtha
et al. (2013)

[53]
45 PMS versus Controls - “Follicular”:

Day = 7
“Luteal”:
Day = 21 DBT n/a

Landén et al.
(2004) [70] 39 PMDD versus Controls - “Follicular”:

Day 6–10

“Luteal”:
Day 5–0 before

menstrual
onset

RMSSD 24 h

Leicht et al.
(2003) [71] 10 - -

“Menses”:
Day = 3.8 ± 0.5;

range 1–5

“Ovulation”:
Day = 15.8
± 0.7; range

11–21

“Luteal”:
Day = 22.1 ±

0.4; range
21–24

Blood
hormone

analyses of E2
and P4

HF in ms2 Supine
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Table 3. Cont.

Names of the
Authors (Year
of Publication)

Sample
Size

Potential Sub-Sampling of
Sample of Interest
(Between-Person)

Experi-mental
Condition

(Within-Person)

Cycle Phases Compared Potential
Validation Of
Cycle Phase

Measure
Indexing

CVA

Body Position
During CVA
AssessmentMenstrual Mid-To-Late

Follicular Ovulatory Early-To-Mid
Luteal Premenstrual

Liu et al. (2013)
[72] 27 High versus Low

Neuroticism - “Menstruation”:
Day 1–4

“Ovulation”:
Day 11–13

“Luteal”:
Day 21–22 HFnu n/a

Lüthi et al.
(2008) [49] 10 - - “Follicular”:

Day 3–6

“Mid-cycle”:
Day of/day

after
LH-surge

“Luteal”:
Day 6–8 after

LH-surge

Blood
hormone

analyses of E2
and P4

RSA Seated

Matsumoto et
al. (2006) [73] 30

High versus Middle versus
Low Premenstrual
Symptomatology

- “Follicular”:
Day 1–5

“Late luteal”:
Day 7–1 before

menstrual
onset

Urinary
hormone

analyses of E2
and P4

HF in ms2 Supine

McKinley et al.
(2009) [74] 49 - - “Early-to-mid-follicular”:

Day 4–10

“Mid-luteal”:
Day 3 after
LH-surge–5
days before
menstrual

onset

logRMSSD 24 h

Minson et al.
(2000) [51] 9 - -

“Early
follicular”:

Day 2–4

“Midluteal”:
Day 8–10 after

LH-surge

Blood
hormone

analyses of E2,
P4, LH, follicle

stimulating
hormone

CBS Supine

Nakagawa et
al. (2006) [75] 11 - -

“Follicular”:
Day = 9.5 ± 0.5;

range 7–12

“Luteal”:
Day = 23.2 ±

0.8; range
18–26

Blood
hormone

analyses of E2
and P4

RMSSD n/a

Nakamura et
al. (2013) [76] 18 Athlete versus Control -

“Early
follicular”:

Day 4–8

“Middle
luteal”:

Day 5–10 after
ovulation

lnHF Supine

Ohara et al.
(2015) [45] 7 - Eating Trial “Follicular”:

n/a
“Luteal”:

n/a HF in ms2 Supine

Pestana et al.
(2018) [77] 19 - - “Menstrual”:

Day 1–9

“Luteal”:
Day 15-day

before
menstrual

onset

HFnu Supine
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Table 3. Cont.

Names of the
Authors (Year
of Publication)

Sample
Size

Potential Sub-Sampling of
Sample of Interest
(Between-Person)

Experi-mental
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(Within-Person)

Cycle Phases Compared Potential
Validation Of
Cycle Phase

Measure
Indexing

CVA

Body Position
During CVA
AssessmentMenstrual Mid-To-Late

Follicular Ovulatory Early-To-Mid
Luteal Premenstrual

Princi et al.
(2005) [78] 6 - -

“Menstrual”:
Day

3“Follicular”:
Day 7

“Luteal”:
Day 21

Blood
hormone

analyses of E2
and P4

HF in ms2 Sitting

Rawal & Saini
(2014) [79] 20 - - “Menstrual”:

n/a
“Follicular”:

n/a
“Luteal”:

n/a RMSSD Supine

Saeki et al.
(1997) [80] 10 - - “Menstrual”:

Day 1–3

“Follicular”:
Period

between
menstrual and

ovulatory
phases

“Ovulatory”:
Period of 4

days
beginning

3 days
prior to the

day of
ovuluation

“Luteal”:
Period

between
ovulatory and
premenstrual

phases

“Premenstrual”:
Days 7–1

before
menstrual

onset

Blood
hormone

analyses of E2
and P4

HF in sec2 Supine

Sato & Miyake
(2004) [81] 14 - - “Follicular”:

Day 7–11

“Luteal”:
Days 7–3

before
menstrual

onset

HF in ms2 Sitting

Sato et al.
(1995) [82] 20 - - “Follicular”:

Day 7–10

“Luteal”:
Days 7–3

before
menstrual

onset

Blood
hormone

analyses of P4
HF in ms2 Sitting

Seebauer et al.
(2002) [83] 26 Low versus medium versus

high average HR
“Menstruation”:

Day 1–4

“Early
follicular”:
Remaining

days between
end of menses

and
mid-follicular

phase
“Mid-follicular”:

3 days
preceding late
follicular phase

“Late
follicular”:

3 days
preceding
ovulation

phase

“Ovulation”:
Positive

test result
± 1 day

(duration 3
days)

“Early luteal”:
4 days

following
ovulation

phase
“Mid-luteal”:

4 days
following
ovulation

phase

“Late-luteal”:
Remaining

days between
end of

mid-luteal
phase and

onset of
menses

logRSA Supine
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Authors (Year
of Publication)
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Potential Sub-Sampling of
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Cycle Phase

Measure
Indexing

CVA
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AssessmentMenstrual Mid-To-Late

Follicular Ovulatory Early-To-Mid
Luteal Premenstrual

Shetty et al.
(2010) [84] 54 - - “Menstrual”:

Day 1–5
“Follicular”:

Day 6–14

“Luteal”:
Day 15–28 or

menstrual
onset

HF in ms2 Supine

Teixeira et al.
(2015) [52] 13 - -

“Early
follicular”:

Day = 3.6 ± 1.2;
range 1–5

“Ovulatory”:
Day = 14.3
± 08; range

13–16

“Mid-luteal”:
Day = 21.3 ±

0.8; range
20–24

Blood
hormone

analyses of E2
and P4

CVI Supine

Tenan et al.
(2014) [85] 13 - -

“Early
follicular”:

Equally spaced
with late

follicular phase
from

menstrual
onset until
ovulatory

phase

“Late
follicular”:

Equally spaced
with early

follicular phase
from

menstrual
onset until
ovulatory

phase

“Ovulatory”:
3-day
period

“Midluteal”:
Equally spaced
with late luteal
phase from end

of ovulatory
phase until
menstrual

onset

“Late luteal”:
Equally spaced

with early
luteal phase
from end of
ovulatory

phase until
menstrual

onset

lnHF Sitting

Tousignant-Laflamme
& Marchand
(2009) [86]

29 - - “Menstrual”:
Day 1–3

“Ovulatory”:
Day 12–14

“Luteal”:
Day 19–23

Blood
hormone

analyses of E2
and P4

HF in ms2 Sitting

Usha Rani et al.
(2013) [87] 50 - - “Menstrual”:

Day 1–5
“Follicular”:

Day 6–14
“Luteal”:

Day 15–28 HFnu n/a

Veldhuijzen
von Zanten et
al. (2009) [88]

12 - - “Follicular”:
Day 4–9

“Luteal”:
Day 19–25

Blood
hormone

analyses of E2
and P4

RMSSD Supine

Verma et al.
(2018) [54] 50 - - “Menstrual”:

Day 1–5
“Follicular”:

Day 9–12
“Luteal phase”:

Day 19–25 Valsalva Sitting

Voronova et al.
(2015) [43] 21 - Spring

“Early
follicular”:

Day 7

“Late
follicular”:

Day 13
“Ovulation”:

Day 16

“Luteal”:
Day 24 RMSSD Supine
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Table 3. Cont.

Names of the
Authors (Year
of Publication)

Sample
Size

Potential Sub-Sampling of
Sample of Interest
(Between-Person)

Experi-mental
Condition

(Within-Person)

Cycle Phases Compared Potential
Validation Of
Cycle Phase

Measure
Indexing

CVA

Body Position
During CVA
AssessmentMenstrual Mid-To-Late

Follicular Ovulatory Early-To-Mid
Luteal Premenstrual

Weissman et al.
(2009) [57] 14

“Early
follicular”:

Day 2–3

“Preovulatory”:
Just before
ovulation

Blood
hormone

analyses of E2
HFnu Supine

Yazar (2016)
[89] 30 - -

“Late
follicular”:
Day 9–13

“Mid-luteal”:
Day 19–23 RMSSD n/a

Yildirir et al.
(2001) [90] 43 - - “Follicular”:

Day 10–12
“Luteal”:

Day 19–23
HF in
m/sn2 Supine

Note. PMDD = premenstrual dysphoric disorder; PMS = premenstrual syndrome; PS = premenstrual symptomatology; LH = luteinizing hormone; E2 = estradiol; P4 = progesterone;
RMSSD = root mean square of successive differences between adjacent RR intervals; HF = high frequency component in the power spectrum range; HRR = heart rate reactivity; CVI =
cardiac vagal index; DBT = deep breathing test; Valsalva = Valsalva ratio; BS = baroreflex slope; RSA = respiratory sinus arrhythmia; CBS = cardiovagal baroreflex sensitivity; n/a =
information not available.
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3.2. CVA Change from the Follicular Phase to the Luteal Phase

The broadest division of the menstrual cycle is in its two halves: the follicular phase (from onset
of menses until ovulation) and the luteal phase (from the day after ovulation until the day before
the onset of the subsequent menses). Regarding hormone levels, the comparison of these two halves
can be roughly translated into a comparison of low (follicular) versus high (luteal) hormone levels,
especially with regard to P4 levels. Additionally, this broader phasing of the menstrual cycle in
only two parts (compared to the five phases defined above) allows for more inclusive meta-analytic
calculations, since almost all studies (nstudies = 44) report a comparison of a phase of the follicular half
(i.e., menstrual, mid-to-late follicular, or ovulatory) with a phase of the luteal half (i.e., early-to-mid
luteal or premenstrual).

Overall, 38 of the 45 studies (nindividuals = 1018) included in the systematic review, report
quantitative data suitable for meta-analytic calculations [40,42–45,50,52–54,57–59,61–68,70–78,80,82,
84–90]. Out of these 38 studies, only one study [57] did not compare a phase of the follicular half
with a phase of the luteal half, but assessed the menstrual and the ovulatory phase (two follicular
phases). The remaining 37 studies reporting quantitative data could be included in the meta-analytic
comparison of the follicular and the luteal phase which is based on 1004 females [40,42–45,50,52–54,58,
59,61–68,70–78,80,82,84–90].

In case a study had assessed more than one phase of the follicular half, the mid-to-late follicular
phase was always preferred over the menstrual phase and the menstrual phase was always preferred
over the ovulatory phase when selecting data for the meta-analytic comparison of the follicular and the
luteal phase. This is due to the fact that the mid-to-late follicular hormonal profile is most representative
for the follicular phase, since the menstrual phase may contain withdrawal of hormones and the
ovulatory phase is characterized by a brief, abrupt rise in E2 levels that does not characterize the entire
follicular half. If a study had assessed more than one phase of the luteal half, the early-to-mid luteal
phase was preferred over the premenstrual phase. This is due to the fact that the early-to-mid luteal
testing is more representative of the entire luteal phase in the sense that both hormones E2 and P4 show
rising but mostly high levels and no withdrawal (as observable in the premenstrual testing). Across the
37 studies included in the meta-analytic comparison of the follicular and the luteal phase, the follicular
phase was represented by the mid-to-late follicular phase in 23 studies and by the menstrual phase in
14 studies. The luteal phase was represented 24 times by the early-to-mid luteal phase and 13 times
by the premenstrual phase. The corresponding dataset is provided in the Supplemental Materials.
Results of the meta-analysis are displayed in the forest plot in Figure 2. The forest plot was comprised
of 37 studies but lists 47 effect sizes (i.e., standardized mean difference; SMD), since nine studies
subsampled their participants according to interindividual differences (e.g., personality traits). Each of
these conditions (e.g., high versus low neuroticism) is represented by a separate SMD. Overall, there is
a significant decrease in CVA from the follicular to the luteal phase of the menstrual cycle that shows a
conventionally medium effect size [91] of d = −0.39 and a 95% CI of (−0.67, −0.11).
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of the menstrual cycle (Nstudies = 37; NSMD = 47; Nindividuals = 1,004). Note. SMD = standardized mean 
difference (effect size); RMSSD = root mean square of successive differences between adjacent RR 
intervals; HF = high frequency component in the power spectrum range; HRR = heart rate reactivity; 
CVI = cardiac vagal index; DBT = deep breathing test; Valsalva = valsalva ratio; BS = baroreflex slope; 
n/a = information not available; PMDD = premenstrual dysphoric disorder; PMS = premenstrual 
syndrome; PS = premenstrual symptomatology. 

Potential publication bias was assessed by visually inspecting a funnel plot of all 47 effect sizes 
(SMDs) of CVA change from the follicular to the luteal phase derived from the 37 studies included in 
the meta-analysis described above (Figure 3). The effect sizes (SMDs) are plotted against the standard 
error of SMD with asymmetry in the plot providing a visual cue for potential bias. The symmetry of 
the funnel plot in Figure 3 seems somewhat limited, with slightly more outlying negative SMDs 
(indicating a luteal decrease in CVA) than outlying positive SMDs (indicating a luteal increase in 
CVA). However, since visual interpretation of funnel plots is considered inherently subjective [48], 
we additionally conducted an Egger test of small-study effects [92,93]. The test relies on the 
assumption that precision of the estimated SMD increases as the size of the study increases and 
examines whether the association between estimated SMD and study size (indicated by the standard 
error of SMD) is greater than can be expected to occur by chance [48]. The estimated bias coefficient 

Figure 2. Meta-analytic results on within-person change of CVA from the follicular to the luteal phase
of the menstrual cycle (Nstudies = 37; NSMD = 47; Nindividuals = 1,004). Note. SMD = standardized
mean difference (effect size); RMSSD = root mean square of successive differences between adjacent RR
intervals; HF = high frequency component in the power spectrum range; HRR = heart rate reactivity;
CVI = cardiac vagal index; DBT = deep breathing test; Valsalva = valsalva ratio; BS = baroreflex slope;
n/a = information not available; PMDD = premenstrual dysphoric disorder; PMS = premenstrual
syndrome; PS = premenstrual symptomatology.

Potential publication bias was assessed by visually inspecting a funnel plot of all 47 effect sizes
(SMDs) of CVA change from the follicular to the luteal phase derived from the 37 studies included in
the meta-analysis described above (Figure 3). The effect sizes (SMDs) are plotted against the standard
error of SMD with asymmetry in the plot providing a visual cue for potential bias. The symmetry of the
funnel plot in Figure 3 seems somewhat limited, with slightly more outlying negative SMDs (indicating
a luteal decrease in CVA) than outlying positive SMDs (indicating a luteal increase in CVA). However,
since visual interpretation of funnel plots is considered inherently subjective [48], we additionally
conducted an Egger test of small-study effects [92,93]. The test relies on the assumption that precision
of the estimated SMD increases as the size of the study increases and examines whether the association
between estimated SMD and study size (indicated by the standard error of SMD) is greater than can be
expected to occur by chance [48]. The estimated bias coefficient is −1.2 with a standard error of 1.3,
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giving a p-value of 0.338. Under the null hypothesis of no small-study effects, the test, thus, provides
no evidence for the presence of a small-study effect.
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standard regression (Egger) test for small-study effects. Note: SMD < 0 indicates a CVA decrease from 
the follicular to the luteal phase; SMD > 0 indicates an increase. 
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manuscript and data could not be retrieved from the corresponding authors after four contact 
attempts [49,51,60,69,79,81,83]. These studies could not be included in the meta-analysis; however, 
their general results regarding the comparison between follicular and luteal cycle half are described 
here: One of the seven studies is consistent with the result of the meta-analysis, as they report a 
significant decrease in CVA from the follicular to the luteal phase [60]. Seebauer et al. [83] found a 
significant CVA decrease from the follicular to the luteal phase, but only in their subsample of females 
with a high mean HR. In contrast to the results of the meta-analysis below, individuals with a low 
mean HR showed an increase in CVA from the follicular to the luteal phase, suggesting that 
interindividual factors might have a moderating influence on the relationship between the menstrual 
cycle and CVA. Rawal and Saini [79] and Sato and Miyake [81] also found an increase in CVA from 
the follicular to the luteal phase in their samples; however, in both publications, the authors did not 
report any inferential statistics regarding this specific comparison. Three of the seven studies 
[49,51,69] reported no significant differences between their follicular and luteal CVA measures. 

3.3. CVA Change in Finer-Grained Cycle Phase Comparisons 

The broad division of the menstrual cycle into the follicular and luteal phases does not 
sufficiently capture the host of hormone changes and levels that occur across the menstrual cycle; 
therefore, we also examined comparisons between the five more specific cycle phases coded above 

Figure 3. Funnel plot of 47 effect sizes (i.e., standardized mean difference, SMD) from 37 studies on
within-person change of CVA from the follicular to the luteal phase. Effect sizes (SMDs) are plotted
against the standard error of SMD. The orange line indicates the fitted regression line from the standard
regression (Egger) test for small-study effects. Note: SMD < 0 indicates a CVA decrease from the
follicular to the luteal phase; SMD > 0 indicates an increase.

A total of seven publications (nindividuals = 107) did not report sufficient quantitative data in
the manuscript and data could not be retrieved from the corresponding authors after four contact
attempts [49,51,60,69,79,81,83]. These studies could not be included in the meta-analysis; however,
their general results regarding the comparison between follicular and luteal cycle half are described
here: One of the seven studies is consistent with the result of the meta-analysis, as they report a
significant decrease in CVA from the follicular to the luteal phase [60]. Seebauer et al. [83] found a
significant CVA decrease from the follicular to the luteal phase, but only in their subsample of females
with a high mean HR. In contrast to the results of the meta-analysis below, individuals with a low mean
HR showed an increase in CVA from the follicular to the luteal phase, suggesting that interindividual
factors might have a moderating influence on the relationship between the menstrual cycle and CVA.
Rawal and Saini [79] and Sato and Miyake [81] also found an increase in CVA from the follicular
to the luteal phase in their samples; however, in both publications, the authors did not report any
inferential statistics regarding this specific comparison. Three of the seven studies [49,51,69] reported
no significant differences between their follicular and luteal CVA measures.

3.3. CVA Change in Finer-Grained Cycle Phase Comparisons

The broad division of the menstrual cycle into the follicular and luteal phases does not sufficiently
capture the host of hormone changes and levels that occur across the menstrual cycle; therefore, we also
examined comparisons between the five more specific cycle phases coded above (i.e., menstrual,
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mid-to-late follicular, ovulatory, early-to-mid luteal, and premenstrual phase). However, as mentioned
before, meta-analytically comparing cycle phases that had been determined imprecisely by the authors
of the original publications makes results less meaningful. For this reason, the finer-grained cycle phase
comparisons were carried out solely on the basis of cycle phases identified as having been delineated
rigorously (i.e., in accordance with the requirements for precise cycle phase determination outlined
above).

All 38 studies (nindividuals = 1.018) were evaluated to determine whether each phase was determined
precisely as described above. In summary, all 27 menstrual, and 20 out of the 23 mid-to-late follicular
cycle phase observations could be included into the finer-grained phase comparisons. Three mid-to-late
follicular observations had to be excluded since the authors of the original publications either did not
specify on which cycle day(s) the CVA assessment took place [45,68] or because the CVA assessment in
the original publication fell in equal parts into the mid-to-late follicular and ovulatory phase defined in
the present paper [50]. Of the seven ovulatory CVA assessments, three had to be excluded since ovulation
was solely determined using the forward-count method, which carries a high risk of error for ovulatory
phase determination due to variability in follicular phase length [43,52,86]. Regarding the early-to-mid
luteal phase, 20 out of the 24 CVA assessments in this phase had to be excluded since they did not
meet our requirements for precise cycle phase determination: In 13 cases, the early-to-mid luteal cycle
phase was merely determined by the forward-count method [50,52,53,58,62,64,71,72,75,78,86,89,90].
In two cases, early-to-mid luteal phase CVA assessments had to be excluded because the authors
of the original publications did not specify their approach for determining the early-to-mid luteal
cycle phase [45,68]. In another four cases, the period in which CVA assessments took place fell in
equal parts in the early-to-mid luteal and premenstrual week [76,77,84,87]. Out of the 17 premenstrual
CVA assessments, five had to be excluded from the finer-grained phase comparisons because the
premenstrual cycle phase was determined exclusively using the forward-count approach which does
not do different cycle lengths justice [43,50,54,67,88].

Out of the 38 studies which reported quantitative data suitable for meta-analytic calculations,
21 studies (nindividuals = 662) allowed for finer-grained cycle phase comparisons since they determined
at least two of the five menstrual cycle phases according to our requirements (detailed above) for
precise cycle determination [40,42,44,54,57,59,62–66,70–74,80,82,84,85,87]. Out of those 21 studies,
10 studies (nindividuals = 349) could be used for the phase comparison from menstrual CVA to the
mid-to-late follicular CVA [40,44,54,62–64,72,84,85,87]. The comparison from the menstrual to ovulatory
phase was carried out based on four studies [57,71,80,85] and a total of 47 females. Four studies
(nindividuals = 86) allowed for a menstrual to early-to-mid luteal phase comparison [40,74,80,85].
Menstrual to premenstrual CVA was compared based on five studies [44,59,63,73,85] and a total of
200 females. The mid-to-late follicular and ovulatory phase and the ovulatory and premenstrual
phase could not be meta-analytically compared since both comparisons were only reported by
Tenan et al. [85]. Three studies (nindividuals = 53) allowed for the comparison of mid-to-late follicuar to
early-to-mid luteal CVA [40,42,85], and eight studies (nindividuals = 280), the comparison of mid-to-late
follicular to premenstrual CVA [42,44,63,65,66,70,82,85]. The comparison of the ovulatory and
early-to-mid luteal cycle phase was based on two studies [80,85] and a total of 23 females. The
studies by de Zambotti et al. [42] and Tenan et al. [85] with a total of 39 females were used for the
early-to-mid luteal to premenstrual phase comparison. All corresponding datasets are provided in the
Supplemental Materials.

The results of all eight meta-analytic cycle phase comparisons are displayed in Table 4. All but
two cycle phase comparisons did not reach statistical significance (i.e., their 95% confidence interval
intersected 0). Only the comparisons from the menstrual to the premenstrual phase (d = −1.17, 95% CI
(−2.18, −0.17)) and from the mid-to-late follicular phase to the premenstrual phase (d = −1.32, 95% CI
(−2.35, −0.29)) showed a significant decrease of CVA across the cycle with conventionally large effect
sizes [91]. These phase comparisons will be displayed in more detail below.
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Table 4. Overview of meta-analytic results of the finer-grained phase comparisons.

To From Mid-To-Late
Follicular Ovulatory Early-To-Mid

Luteal Premenstrual

Menstrual

d = 0.23
95% CI (−0.08, 0.55)

nstudies = 10;
nindividuals = 349

d = 0.35
95% CI (−0.45, 1.16)

nstudies = 4;
nindividuals = 47

d = 0.28
95% CI (−0.52, 1.08)

nstudie; = 4;
nindividuals = 86

d = −1.17
95% CI (−2.18, −0.17)

nstudies = 5; nindividuals = 200

Mid-to-late
follicular

nstudies = 1;
nindividuals = 13

d = −0.14
95% CI (−0.60, 0.32)

nstudies = 3;
nindividuals = 53

d = −1.32
95% CI (−2.35, −0.29)

nstudies = 8; nindividuals = 280

Ovulatory

d = −0.06
95% CI (−0.64, 0.51)

nstudies = 2;
nindividuals = 23

nstudies = 1; nindividuals = 13

Early-to-mid luteal
d = 0.20

95% CI (−0.25, 0.64)
nstudies = 2; nindividuals = 39

Note. Significant effects (due to 95% CI not intersecting 0) are bolded. Negative effect sizes indicate a decrease
in CVA.

3.3.1. CVA Change from the Mid-To-Late Follicular to the Premenstrual Phase

The significant, large decrease of CVA from the mid-to-late follicular to the premenstrual phase
(Figure 4) was based on data from 280 females across eight studies [42,44,63,65,66,70,82,85]. The study
by Choudhary et al. [63] accounts for one fourth of the weight due to its large sample size. Study or
subsample specific effect sizes of the CVA change from the mid-to-late follicular to the premenstrual
phase vary from d = −4.41 to d = 1.22. Only two studies [44,66] and one subsample (the PMS group
in the study by de Zambotti et al. [42]) show a contradictory CVA change across the cycle; that is, an
increase from the mid-to-late follicular phase to the premenstrual week.

Two studies in this phase comparison compare healthy controls with females with premenstrual
dysphoric disorder (PMDD [70]) and with females with premenstrual syndrome (PMS [42]).
Since PMDD and PMS, as per their definitions, are associated with affective, cognitive, behavioral,
and/or physical symptoms in the premenstrual week due to an abnormal response to normal hormonal
changes [94], the decrease in CVA from the follicular phase to the premenstrual phase could be
driven by these clinical subsamples. In order to examine this possibility, we repeated the mid-to-late
follicular versus premenstrual cycle phase comparison without the PMDD subsample (n = 28) reported
by Landén et al. [70] and without the PMS subsample (n = 12) reported by de Zambotti et al. [42].
Interestingly, the effect size of the decrease from the mid-to-late follicular to the premenstrual phase
increased without these 40 PMS/PMDD participants, to d =−1.61, CI 95% (−2.88,−0.35). A meta-analytic
comparison of the mid-to-late follicular phase and the premenstrual phase based on the 40 PMS/PMDD
participants reported by Landén et al. [70] and de Zambotti et al. [42] revealed no significant change of
CVA (d = 0.03, CI 95% (−0.42, 0.47)). As mentioned above, psychopathology is generally associated
with reduced CVA [95,96]. More work is needed to understand whether individuals with PMS/PMDD
demonstrate an abnormal or absent effect of normal ovarian hormone changes on CVA.
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Figure 4. Meta-analysis on within-person change of CVA from the mid-to-late follicular to the
premenstrual cycle phase (nstudies = 8; nSMD = 12; nindividuals = 280). RMSSD = root mean square
of successive differences between adjacent RR intervals; HF = high frequency component in the
power spectrum range; n/a = information not available; PMDD = premenstrual dysphoric disorder;
PMS = premenstrual syndrome.

3.3.2. CVA Change from the Menstrual to the Premenstrual Phase

The significant and strong decrease of CVA from the menstrual to the premenstrual phase (Figure 5)
is based on data from 200 females across five studies [44,59,63,73,85]. However, two studies [63,73]
each account for one third of the weight due to their large sample sizes. Study or subsample-specific
effect sizes of the CVA-change from the menstrual to the premenstrual phase vary from d = −4.90 to
d = 0.52. Only one study [44] and one subsample (the “low premenstrual symptomatology” group
in the study by Matsumoto et al. [73]) reveal a contradictory CVA pattern across the cycle; that is,
an increase from the menstrual to the premenstrual phase.

As above, this phase comparison was also repeated without the subgroup of participants reporting
high premenstrual symptomatology (nindividuals = 8; [73]). The effect size of the decrease from the
menstrual to the premenstrual phase consequently increased to d = −1.26, CI 95% (−2.36, −0.17). In line
with this, taking only the subgroup of participants with high premenstrual symptomatology into
account, analyses revealed a nonsignificant decrease of CVA from the menstrual to the premenstrual
cycle phase of d = −0.41, CI 95% (−1.40, 0.58).
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4. Discussion

This is the first systematic review and meta-analysis on the association between the menstrual
cycle and cardiac vagal activity (CVA) with the aim of resolving the inconsistent findings in this
literature and giving recommendations for future research. Based on a total of 45 studies included in the
systematic review and a total of 38 studies included in various meta-analytic comparisons, we found
compelling evidence for medium to large effects in differences between cycle phases, most broadly a
significant decrease in CVA from the follicular to the luteal phase.

Inconsistencies in the definition of and the approach to determining cycle phases across the
studies we included made reclassification of the phases necessary. In the process of reclassification,
we developed systematic requirements for precise cycle-phase determination based on a variety
of indices. We encourage future researchers to use these requirements when designing studies or
meta-analyses to test hypotheses associated with specific cycle phases. We were able to recode a total
of 21 (of 45) studies to determine precise fine-grained cycle phases (menstrual, mid-to-late follicular,
ovulatory, midluteal, and premenstrual) and conducted pairwise, meta-analytic comparisons of each
of these cycle phases. Statistically significant and physiologically relevant decreases in CVA were
observed from the menstrual to the premenstrual and from the mid-to-late follicular to the premenstrual
phase, both of which had a conventionally large effect size.

4.1. Potential Moderators and Mediators

Previous inconsistencies in the literature regarding the association between the menstrual cycle
and CVA might be partially traced back to variables mediating or moderating this association.
Nine out of the 45 studies included in this systematic review subsampled their participants as a
function of interindividual differences: Two studies focused on predominantly physiological factors:
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Seebauer et al. [83] showed that females with a high average HR displayed a decrease from the follicular
to the luteal phase, while females with a low average HR demonstrated increasing CVA levels from
the follicular to the luteal measurement. Nakamura et al. [75] revealed a moderating effect of athletic
state on cycle-dependent changes in CVA: while both the athletic and the control group showed
decreasing levels from the follicular to luteal phase, the decrease in the athletic group was larger.
Additionally, lifestyle factors like different diets take on a moderating role in the association between
the menstrual cycle and CVA, since non-vegetarians displayed a larger decrease from follicular to luteal
CVA levels than eggetarians and vegetarians [63]. The biggest set of studies investigating moderators
and mediators addressed psychological factors: Liu et al. [72] showed changes of CVA levels in both
the high and low neuroticism group, with neuroticism moderating the direction of change: while the
highly neurotic group displayed a decrease in CVA levels from the follicular to the luteal phase, the less
neurotic group demonstrated an increase. A total of five studies investigated differently severe levels
of premenstrual symptomatology as potential mediators and moderators of cycle-dependent CVA
fluctuations with varying results: two studies reported a decrease in CVA levels from the follicular to
the luteal phase in both the control and PMS group; however, in one study this decrease was relatively
larger in the PMS than in the control groups [42], while in the other study, the decrease was larger
in the control group than in the PMS group [53]. In the study by Baker et al. [61], the control groups
displayed no changes in CVA levels across the cycle, while the PMS group demonstrated a decrease
from the follicular to the luteal phase. Matsumoto et al. [73] showed that the severity of premenstrual
symptomatology (PS) moderated the direction of change in CVA levels: While the high PS group
displayed a decrease, the low PS group demonstrated an increase in CVA levels from the follicular to
the luteal assessment. Landén et al. [70] found no cycle-dependent CVA changes, neither in the PMDD
group, nor in the control group.

It is known from the literature on PMS and PMDD that females differ in neurobiological and
behavioral responses to menstrual cycle-related fluctuations in ovarian hormones, which is why some
(and not all) females experience affective, cognitive, behavioral, and/or physiological symptoms in
the premenstrual weeks [94]. In the context of PMS and PMDD, this hormone sensitivity has been
linked to a variety of genetic factors [97,98], as well as environmental factors, including traumatic
experiences [99–101] and recent life stress [102,103]. The database of this meta-analysis did not
allow us to examine whether there is a unique effect of the cycle on CVA among individuals with
PMS/PMDD, particularly given that these premenstrual disorders were not diagnosed in a standardized
manner in the studies reviewed (see [104]). However, it is possible that changes in CVA across the
cycle serve as biomarkers for neurobiological hormone sensitivity in some women with PMS/PMDD.
This is an important topic for future female health research, and may provide insights regarding the
pathophysiology and treatment of premenstrual disorders.

4.2. Underlying Mechanisms

In all of the studies included in this systematic review and meta-analysis measured, cycle phase
was a proxy for changing E2 and P4 levels across the cycle (as opposed to actual E2 and P4 levels).
While this focus on cycle phase is a reasonable initial approach, it allows only cautious interpretations
regarding potential mechanisms underlying cyclical CVA fluctuations. For example, as outlined above,
we defined the premenstrual week (which is associated with particularly low levels of CVA compared
to the menstrual and mid-follicular phase) as the full seven days preceding the onset of menses. Since
the premenstrual week is characterized by varying hormone levels—with E2 and P4 stable and elevated
in the first half of the week and falling rapidly in the second half of the week—one cannot clearly
attribute premenstrual week changes in CVA to any one hormonal event. However, prior work does
suggest a few plausible underlying mechanisms, discussed below.

Previous research ascribes E2 and P4 profound effects and multiple mechanisms of action on
mood, memory, mental state, neurodevelopmental, and neurodegenerative processes in mammals.
For example, experimental animal studies suggest that the ovarian hormones E2 and P4 influence
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central-nervous regions through nongenomic and genomic effects [105] that co-localize with regions
that are also important for efferent vagal control of the heart, described in the neurovisceral integration
theory [11]. For example, higher levels of vagally-mediated CVA in the mid-to-late follicular phase
might represent dopamine-enhancing effects of elevated E2 in the prefrontal cortex [38]. Since P4
rapidly metabolizes into calming GABAergic neuroactive steroid metabolites, such as allopregnanolone,
the abrupt premenstrual withdrawal from P4 may cause a state of GABAergic withdrawal in critical brain
regions for the maintenance of CVA (e.g., the paraventricular nucleus; [106]). This may reduce vagal
activity at the sinoatrial node of the heart with positive chronotropic effects (i.e., increase in heart rate
and decrease in variability), resulting in lower CVA premenstrually. Rapid premenstrual withdrawal
from E2 may also play a role in reduced premenstrual CVA, given the evidence that circulating E2
promotes choline uptake and acetylcholine synthesis (ACh; the primary vagal neurotransmitter [96])
increasing vagally-mediated cardiac autonomic activity.

Animal research suggests a role for choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) in the regulation of the
circadian rhythm of the cholinergic system [107,108]. In particular, it has been suggested that there
is a sexual dimorphism such that in the non-neuronal cholinergic cardiac system in murine-model
female hearts expressed ChAT more than male hearts [108]. Indeed an earlier study from our group
found ChAT to be associated with HRV in humans [109]. However, a more recent large genome
wide association study did not replicate the ChAT finding and found no sex differences in the genes
associated with HRV [110]. Thus, the role of ChAT in humans, and specifically, its role in the circadian
variation of HRV in females remains unclear.

Future observational studies with repeated measures of CVA across the menstrual cycle should
additionally measure hormone levels to shed light on the ovarian hormone levels and changes that
are most strongly correlated with varying CVA levels. Eventually, experimental work in animals and
humans in which hormone levels and changes are directly manipulated will be required to delineate
the causal effects of E2 and P4 on CVA.

4.3. Limitations

While our systematic review and meta-analytic analyses provide solid evidence for menstrual
cycle-related change in CVA, some limitations are noteworthy: First, we were unable to include several
covariates that should be considered in future studies. For example, as previous literature has shown,
physical activity [111,112] is related to CVA, as well as menstrual irregularities [113]. The same goes
for mental stress, which has been associated with both blunted CVA [32] and sensitivity to menstrual
cycle-related hormone transitions [102,103]. However, since the vast majority of included studies did
not report indices of body composition (e.g., body mass index), status of physical activity, and current
stress level, they could not be controlled for in the present analyses. Second, the results of the
present systematic review and meta-analysis can only be generalized to naturally-cycling females with
regular menstrual cycles. It is not possible to draw conclusions for individuals who report menstrual
irregularities and/or those who use hormonal contraception. Finally, the quality of a systematic review
and meta-analysis depends to a large extent on the quality of the studies on which they are based. Yet,
the formal test for (adverse) small studies effects (i.e., Egger test) did not indicate a publication bias.
Additionally, by solely including longitudinal studies which allowed for within-person comparisons
across the menstrual cycle, we avoided cross-sectional studies which are less meaningful due to
their not taking inter-individual differences into account. However, as has already been shown in
detail above, not all of those studies conducted a precise cycle phase determination, and therefore,
many had to be excluded from finer-grained, meta-analytic phase comparisons. As a result, some of
these comparisons had to be carried out on a very limited number of studies (and thus, females)
which reduced statistical power. In two cases (i.e., the mid-to-late follicular versus ovulatory phase
comparison and the ovulatory versus premenstrual phase comparison), no meta-analytic analyses
were possible, since only one study comparing these two cycle phases had determined them precisely.
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations

The present investigation reveals compelling evidence for physiologically relevant changes in
cardiac vagal activity across the menstrual cycle; most broadly, a significant decrease in CVA from
the follicular to the luteal menstrual cycle phase. The inconsistent results reported in the literature
appear to have been partially resolved by applying a common definition of menstrual cycle phases.
Based on this expert reclassification, requirements for a precise determination of cycle phases are
presented. A failure to carefully measure the cycle phase of female subjects in CVA studies could greatly
reduce the validity and significance of this work. However, given the well-documented negative
consequences of excluding females from both animal and human research on the basis of expected
cyclical hormone fluctuations, we strongly advise against the practice of excluding fertile females
from CVA studies. Instead, we suggest females be included and that forward and backward-count
cycle information be collected in order to make reasonably precise determination of menstrual cycle
phase for use as a covariate (or a factor of central interest; see [114]). If a researcher simply wants to
avoid this variability altogether in CVA studies with fertile female participants, we suggest that CVA
measurements be performed in the mid-follicular phase. Using careful measurement and statistical
covariates, researchers in this area can account for these conventionally large effects of the cycle on
CVA, which may vastly increase their ability to observe various effects of interest. In addition to these
methodological concerns, future studies should address the mechanisms underlying the menstrual
cycle-related CVA fluctuations, as well as possible interindividual differences in the direction and
magnitude of these fluctuations. Future research is also required to determine if and how these
day-to-day changes in CVA across the menstrual cycle are associated with mental and physical health
risks in naturally-cycling women of fertile age.
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Supplementary Materials 1: Syntax used in data analysis (text document); Supplementary Materials 2: Dataset
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Appendix A

Search terms (period until 26 October 2018)
PubMed
(“Menstrual Cycle”[Mesh] OR “Estradiol”[Mesh] OR “Progesterone”[Mesh] OR
“Testosterone”[Mesh]) AND (“HRV”[tiab] OR “Heart Rate Variability”[tiab] OR “Heart Rate
Variabilities”[tiab] OR “Heart Period Variability”[tiab] OR “Heart Period Variabilities”[tiab]
OR “Cardiac Autonomic Activity”[tiab] OR “Cardiac Autonomic Control”[tiab] OR “Cardiac
Electrophysiology”[tiab] OR “Cardiac Reactivity”[tiab] OR “Cardiac Vagal Control”[tiab] OR
“Autonomic Nervous System Activity”[tiab] OR “Parasympathetic Nervous System Activity”[tiab]
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OR “Vagal Tone”[tiab] OR “Vagal Activity”[tiab] OR “Vagal Reactivity”[tiab] OR “Cardiac
Electrophysiology”[Mesh] OR “Vagus Nerve/physiology”[Mesh]) AND (“Humans”[MeSH])
WebOfScience
TS = (((“Menstrual Cycle”) OR (“Luteal Phase”) OR (“Follicular Phase”) OR (“Ovarian Hormones”)
OR (“Gonadal Hormones”) OR (“Gonadal Sex Hormones”) OR (“Sex Hormones”) OR (“Sex Steroids”)
OR(“Estrogen”) OR (“Estradiol”) OR (“Progesterone”) OR (“Testosterone”)) AND ((“HRV”) OR (“Heart
Rate Variability”) OR (“Heart Rate Variabilities”) OR (“Heart Period Variability”) OR (“Heart Period
Variabilities”) OR (“Cardiac Autonomic Activity”) OR (“Cardiac Autonomic Control”) OR (“Cardiac
Electrophysiology”) OR (“Cardiac Reactivity”) OR (“Cardiac Vagal Control”) OR (“Autonomic Nervous
System Activity”) OR (“Parasympathetic Nervous System Activity”) OR (“Vagal Tone”) OR (“Vagal
Activity”) OR (“Vagal Reactivity”))) Delimiters: Publication Years Timespan = All Years. Databases =

SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, CPCI-S, CPCI-SSH, BKCI-S, BKCI-SSH, CCR-EXPANDED, IC. Search language
= Auto.
PsychInfo
(SU “Menstrual Cycle” OR SU “Luteal Phase” OR SU “Follicular Phase” OR “Ovarian Hormones”
OR “Gonadal Hormones” OR “Gonadal Sex Hormones” OR “Sex Hormones” OR “Sex Steroids” OR
“Estrogen” OR “Estradiol” OR “Progesterone” OR “Testosterone”) AND (SU “HRV” OR SU “Heart
Rate Variability” OR SU “Heart Rate Variabilities” OR SU “Heart Period Variability” OR SU “Heart
Period Variabilities” OR SU “Cardiac Autonomic Activity” OR SU “Cardiac Autonomic Control”
OR SU “Cardiac Electrophysiology” OR SU “Cardiac Reactivity” OR SU “Cardiac Vagal Control”
OR SU “Autonomic Nervous System Activity” OR SU “Parasympathetic Nervous System Activity”
OR SU “Vagal Tone” OR SU “Vagal Activity” OR SU “Vagal Reactivity” OR SU “Vagus Nerve” OR
SU “Parasympathetic Nervous System” OR SU “Sympathetic Nervous System”) Population Group:
Human; Exclude MEDLINE records; Population Group: Human AND Apply equivalent subjects;
Apply related words; Also search within the full text of the articles on 2016-07-22 07:20 AM”
Cochrane
#1 (MeSH descriptor: [Menstrual Cycle] explode all trees); #2 (MeSH descriptor: [Estradiol] explode
all trees); #3 (MeSH descriptor: Progesterone] explode all trees); #4 (MeSH descriptor: [Testosterone]
explode all trees); #5 (“HRV” OR “Heart Rate Variability” OR “Heart Rate Variabilities” OR “Heart
Period Variability” OR “Cardiac Autonomic Activity” OR “Cardiac Autonomic Control” OR “Cardiac
Electrophysiology” OR “Cardiac Reactivity” OR “Cardiac Vagal Control” OR “Autonomic Nervous
System Activity” OR “Parasympathetic Nervous System Activity” OR “Vagal Tone” OR “Vagal Activity”
OR “Vagal Reactivity”: ti, ab, kw (Word variations have been searched)); #6 ((#1 or #2 or #3 oe #4) and
#5)
EMBASE
(‘Menstrual Cycle’/mj OR ‘Luteal Phase’/mj OR ‘Follicular Phase’/mj OR ‘Ovarian Hormones’ OR
‘Gonadal Hormones’/mj OR ‘Gonadal Sex Hormones’ OR ‘Sex Hormones’/mj OR ‘Sex Steroids’ OR
‘Estrogen’/mj OR ‘Estradiol’/mj OR ‘Progesterone’/mj OR ‘Testosterone’/mj) AND (‘HRV’ OR ‘Heart Rate
Variability’/mj OR ‘Heart Rate Variabilities’ OR ‘Heart Period Variability’ OR ‘Heart Period Variabilities’
OR ‘Cardiac Autonomic Activity’ OR ‘Cardiac Autonomic Control’ OR ‘Cardiac Electrophysiology’/mj
OR ‘Cardiac Reactivity’ OR ‘Cardiac Vagal Control’ OR ‘Autonomic Nervous System Activity’ OR
‘Parasympathetic Nervous System Activity’ OR ‘Vagal Tone’/mj OR ‘Vagal Activity’/mj OR ‘Vagal
Reactivity’ OR ‘Vagus Nerve’/mj OR ‘Parasympathetic Nervous System’/mj OR ‘Sympathetic Nervous
System’/mj) AND ([Article]/lim OR [Article In Press]/lim OR [Editorial]/lim OR [Erratum]/lim OR
[Letter]/lim OR [Note]/lim OR [Review]/lim OR [Short Survey]/lim) AND ([Adolescent]/lim OR [Young
Adult]/lim OR [Adult]/lim) AND [Embase]/lim
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